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IDC OPINION

This IDC study represents the vendor assessment model called an IDC MarketScape. This research is a quantitative and qualitative assessment of the characteristics that explain a vendor’s current and future success in the marketplace. This IDC study assesses the capabilities and strategies of many prominent network consulting firms. This evaluation is based on a comprehensive framework and a set of parameters expected to be most conducive to success in providing network consulting services in both the short term and the long term. In this study, IDC has given additional weighting for the vendor’s future view and strategic direction. Network consulting services are an evolving market, and the reader will find it valuable to understand where the participants are heading directionally. As one would expect of market leaders, overall, the participant firms performed very well on this assessment as the services firms globally that have met the defined criteria have been selected because they have met the required criteria.

Once again, IDC examined the participants’ capabilities and strategies for helping their customers transform their networks as well as their businesses, technology, and operational processes, which are underpinned by the strength of their network and being transformed by their network. Key themes demonstrated by leaders in this study are as follows:

- Offer breadth and depth
- Ability to deliver on a global scale
- Defined and repeatable methodology
- Strategically hiring, reskilling, and training talent
- Investment in automation and tools for efficient service delivery
- Helping customers succeed with technology, operational, and business outcomes

Key findings include:

- There is a significant investment in tools, automation, platforms, and technologies for efficient, intelligent, and value-added service delivery globally coupled with local touch
- Participants continue to be challenged to find, enable, and retain the right talent for consulting-led engagements, but have built mechanisms and programs to address this issue.
- Study participants continue to invest in technology expertise, along with partner ecosystem expansion for network innovation and certifications.
- Development of new offers is based on customer requirements for solving current and future business, technology, and operational challenges.
- End users in this study state they want to see a tighter link or more closed loop accountability between up-front consulting and project delivery for greater customer satisfaction.
- End users state that overall capabilities still matter. They view their partners holistically across business, technology, and operational expertise.
IDC MARKETSCAPE VENDOR INCLUSION CRITERIA

This IDC MarketScape includes analysis of worldwide network consulting firms, those with broad portfolios spanning IDC’s network consulting services research coverage with global or regional importance. This assessment is designed to evaluate the characteristics of each firm – not solely the size or the breadth of services. It is conceivable, and in fact the case, that small focused firms can compete with larger firms on an equal footing. As such, this evaluation should not be considered a "final judgment" on the firms to consider for a project. An enterprise's specific objectives and requirements will play a significant role in determining which firms should be considered as potential candidates for an engagement.

Vendors were included in this research if they met the following criteria:

- Network consulting revenue of $25 million or more
- Global delivery capabilities across North America (NA); Europe, the Middle East, and Africa (EMEA); Asia/Pacific (APAC); and Latin America (LATAM) regions
- Network consulting services surrounding the following solution areas:
  - Mobility
  - Video/collaboration/conferencing (UCC)
  - Customer experience solutions including service desk and contact center
  - Datacenter networking
  - SDN/NFV/network virtualization
  - SD-WAN/hybrid WAN/multicloud
- Network consulting services portfolio that spans assessment, design, and continuous improvement

ADVICE FOR TECHNOLOGY BUYERS

Networking, IT, and business requirements demand solutions that work holistically within an enterprise. These solutions are often complex and will require input from a broad spectrum of domains and stakeholders throughout the enterprise. Thus network consulting projects are often complex, transformative, and differentiated. To maximize value and minimize disruption as an enterprise moves through a network transformation project, enterprise decision makers must:

- Ensure a services firm can strategically prioritize and interlink networking, operational, and business requirements.
- Bring together disparate stakeholders and influencers to ensure linkage between the business and the technology.
- Select a partner that can deliver the project in a globally consistent manner that may involve a variety of commercial arrangements and consumption models that are appropriate for each business case and organizational structure.
- The services partner can define and deliver repeatable methodologies for technology, operational, and business outcomes.
- A services firms can illustrate a closed loop feedback cycle between network consulting and project delivery. This study only focuses on network consulting.
A services firm can articulate investments in new technologies, processes, and tools for efficient, secure, and intelligent service delivery.

VENDOR SUMMARY PROFILE

This section briefly explains IDC’s key observations resulting in a vendor's position in the IDC MarketScape. While every vendor is evaluated against each of the criteria outlined in the Appendix, the description here provides a summary of each vendor’s strengths and challenges.

Computacenter

Per IDC analysis and customer feedback, Computacenter is positioned as a Leader in this 2019 worldwide IDC MarketScape on network consulting services.

Computacenter is a European-based technology integrator with a global footprint. The organization emphasizes its differentiation by highlighting its ability to effectively source technology solutions by leveraging partnerships and a strong logistics; transform organizations with a breadth of skills, partnerships, and experience; and manage and operate customer environments. With solid roots in Germany, the United Kingdom, and Ireland, the company has expanded globally and has recently enhanced its presence in Europe and the Americas through recent acquisitions.

Computacenter organizes its portfolio around five key solutions areas – workplace, data and analytics, networking, security, and cloud and datacenter – delivered by 1,600 project and service managers and 800 consultants worldwide leveraging a broad portfolio of technology partners. Specific to the network, which is a core competency upon which other offers are built, Computacenter is continually investing technology expertise, using it calls its Technology Radar Methodology to be ahead of the curve for its customer ambitions. Networking portfolio investment surrounding network automation, campus and branch networking, and cloud connectivity to enable multicloud solutions, as well as next-generation wireless (Wi-Fi 6 and 5G) and mobile workforce, is under development or is already in the market.

Computacenter has developed a repeatable and standardized methodology for consistent service delivery and is continuously hiring and training talent with an eye on the future. Studywide, this is a challenge for most firms, and Computacenter has taken a proactive approach to its people. In addition, the company is developing new pricing models such as subscription and consumption base models that the company has had success delivering in other parts of the business and its working to bring those models to bear for its networking practice.

Strengths

Worldwide, buyers of network consulting services regard Computacenter as particularly strong for increasing business agility and improved network security. A Computacenter customer states, “High degree of trust and openness. We have a good relationship with our account manager, which allows us to explore new opportunities together.”

In addition, end users from the IDC study state that “Computacenter has a huge positive impact on my company” and “we were always well taken care of.”

Challenges

For further growth, Computacenter will need to continue to amplify its position in the market by increasing its awareness outside of its core geographies, namely the United States, to be competitive
with other more established systems integrators. In addition, Computacenter would do well to discuss the investments it is making in service delivery automation and tool sets as a differentiated capability.

APPENDIX

Reading an IDC MarketScape Graph

For the purposes of this analysis, IDC divided potential key measures for success into two primary categories: capabilities and strategies.

Positioning on the y-axis reflects the vendor’s current capabilities and menu of services and how well aligned the vendor is to customer needs. The capabilities category focuses on the capabilities of the company and product today, here and now. Under this category, IDC analysts will look at how well a vendor is building/delivering capabilities that enable it to execute its chosen strategy in the market.

Positioning on the x-axis, or strategies axis, indicates how well the vendor's future strategy aligns with what customers will require in three to five years. The strategies category focuses on high-level decisions and underlying assumptions about offerings, customer segments, and business and go-to-market plans for the next three to five years.

The size of the individual vendor markers in the IDC MarketScape represents the market share of each individual vendor within the specific market segment being assessed.

IDC MarketScape Methodology

IDC MarketScape criteria selection, weightings, and vendor scores represent well-researched IDC judgment about the market and specific vendors. IDC analysts tailor the range of standard characteristics by which vendors are measured through structured discussions, surveys, and interviews with market leaders, participants, and end users. Market weightings are based on user interviews, buyer surveys, and the input of IDC experts in each market. IDC analysts base individual vendor scores, and ultimately vendor positions on the IDC MarketScape, on detailed surveys and interviews with the vendors, publicly available information, and end-user experiences to provide an accurate and consistent assessment of each vendor's characteristics, behavior, and capability.

Importance of Technology, Operational, and Business Outcomes for End Users

A significant and unique component of this evaluation is the inclusion of the perception of network consulting buyers to highlight key characteristics of network consulting capabilities of the evaluated providers. This insight is captured in a broad-based random global end-user survey of network consulting firm clients and reveals key insights regarding the capabilities of the individual firms. The broad survey also provides key insights into the kinds of issues that enterprises are engaging consultants to help address. Coupled with this web-based end-user survey is a significant effort to speak live with as many actual customers of the participants as possible.

Worldwide network consulting buyers consider improving network security, increasing operational efficiency, and accelerating digital transformation as among the top network transformation priorities. Regionally, North America and EMEA buyers turn to third-party services firms most often for digital transformation, while in LATAM and APAC, buyers leverage operational efficiency and business agility capabilities, respectively.
Based on these priorities, enterprise customers worldwide see improving network security and operational efficiency are still core requirements for selecting a network consulting services partner.

**Market Definition**

Network consulting and integration services (NCIS) are defined as those activities associated with planning, designing, and building local and wide area data networks (commonly known as LANs and WANs), including multiservice, converged wireless, and wireline networks that allow voice, video, and data applications (such as VoIP and unified messaging) to be propagated across a single, common infrastructure. This study specifically focuses on these services for the enterprise, as defined in the sections that follow.

**Enterprise Network Consulting and Integration Services**

The enterprise market consists of public and private organizations that typically procure project-based network consulting and integration services (NCIS), including design, integration, and optimization services around their corporate voice, data, video, and datacenter infrastructures to serve the needs of their employees. Enterprise IT organizations have historically procured networking solutions (products and services) from one of three sources: network equipment suppliers and their channel partners, systems integrators, and telecom service providers.

And more specifically, this study focuses only on network consulting services and includes the following services activities:

- Strategy workshops
- Network assessment
- Network inventory
- Network design
- Network configuration
- Network security consulting
- Capacity planning
- Network performance analytics
- Network tuning
- Network testing
- Operations assessment
- Needs assessments
- Process improvement
- Benchmarking

**Related Research**

Synopsis

This IDC study uses the IDC MarketScape model to provide an assessment of several providers participating in the worldwide network consulting services market. IDC MarketScape is an evaluation based on a comprehensive framework and a set of parameters that assesses providers relative to one another and to those factors expected to be most conducive to success in each market in both the short term and the long term.

"While the participants in this study are highly capable of delivering network consulting services, the study aims to differentiate those consulting firms that are investing to be ahead of the market and meeting customers' needs. This requires a strategic road map for helping enterprise customers innovate, differentiate, and compete on technology, operational, and business playing fields. To do this successfully, network consulting firms must have the right mix of people, process, and technology to meet the demand," said Leslie Rosenberg, research vice president, Network Life-Cycle Services.
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